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Beyond Martyrs and Mullahs: Transformations of Gender Roles and
Identities Among Tehran Middle-Class’s Men
Rassa Ghaffari, The University of Milano-Bicocca

Generally regarded as the universal beneficiaries of privileges and prerogatives, both before
and after the 1979 revolution, Iranian men have not been the focus of systematic analysis until
recently. While literature has extensively debated women’s status and rights, few studies have
analysed Iranian masculinities, and those who have embarked in such a task have mostly
considered the pre-revolutionary period or the role models endorsed by the Islamic Republic
(Balslev, 2014, 2019; Gerami, 2003; Najmabadi, 2005; Shay, 2017). Men, Kimmel argues, “are
the invisible ‘gender’”, “[u]biquitous in positions of power,” and yet, “invisible to themselves”
(Kimmel, 2005, 5). In Iran, Gerami notices, “masculinity is so standardized that most Iranians
do not see it as a category. Khomeini’s manhood is taken-for-granted knowledge in the national
consciousness” (Gerami, 2003, 258). However, as Leccardi highlights, “dealing with a gender
perspective involves focusing on the ways and forms in which the power relationships between
the two sexes are defined and transformed over time within the institutions of daily life”
(Leccardi, 2002, 229).
Building on a secondary analysis of census data and twenty-two narrative interviews,
the article aims to deepen and compare the representations of masculinities in two samples of
Iranian middle-class men: their portrayals of their gender identities, their role within the
society, the changes they have been going through, and their relationships with the women they
share their everyday lives with. For the participants, men’s status in Iran is anything but static
and standardised; rather, it is undergoing several transformations within a number of fields.
The reformulation of gender discourses wrapped around an Islamic hypermasculinity
constituted a core component of the revolution’s ideology promoting new ideals of manhood,
such as the Shiite martyrs, the Islamic clergy, the sexually and socially dominant heterosexual
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man, and the dispossessed revenged by the revolution (Gerami, 2003). As a by-product of the
war with Iraq, martyrs have been particularly promoted as ideal reference models for the new
generations of male youth, symbols of purity, humility, bravery and self-sacrifice (Aghaie,
2004; Gerami, 2003; Saeidi, 2010). Even today, youth are called upon by the State to emulate
such qualities and protect Shi’i identity (Honarbin-Holliday, 2013). Nevertheless, reading
Iranian men’s status only through the Islamic State’s lenses is a blanket vision that ignores
contemporary complexities and ambivalences. As gendered subjects, men are experimenting
renovations interwoven with wider developments within the society, and the State’s apparatus
itself is undergoing a process of gradual but profound alterations (Bajoghli, 2019).
The study bears relevance on several counts. It aims to contribute to a body of research
currently still in its infancy, both in the international and Iranian academia. Problematizing and
interrogating men’s practices and representations is not just a matter of revealing masculinity
to be taken-for-granted; highlighting ambivalences and contradictions inherent in the social
construction of masculinity consents to deconstruct the fetishized figures of “Iranian men,”
placing emphasis on men’s unequal relations to men as well as men’s relations to women 1 and
on their contradictions and resistance (Amar, 2011; Hearn, 2015).
The next paragraph explains the methodology of the research; the second one analyzes
the generation of men born in the 1960s that is, individuals who lived through the Pahlavi
monarchy, the 1979 revolution and the Islamization process enhanced by the Islamic Republic
and are currently in their fifties. The third section dwells on the narratives of young men born
in the 1990s and belonging to the so-called “Iranian third generation.” The juxtaposition of
these two generations permits a better framework while distinguishing similarities in the
representations of individuals across different historical times, identifying some of the changes
and processes that distinguish the youth cohorts born under the aegis of the revolution.
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Methodology
The paper is based on a secondary analysis of census data provided by the Statistical Center of
Iran —intended to describe some economic and social phenomena affecting this population—
and on narrative interviews2 collected in Tehran between 2017 and 2018 with twelve men born
in the 1960s and twelve men born in the 1990s belonging to the urban middle class 3 selected
through non-probabilistic sampling methods. Since the sample is drawn a from small,
specialized, and nonrandom population, the research does not aim to extend the findings to
Iranian men as a whole; rather, it sheds an in-depth light on the sensitivities and perceptions of
a restricted portion of them.
Today, Tehran, and its metropolitan area, include nearly one quarter of the country’s
total population; as well as being Iran’s political capital. The city is also its beating cultural and
economic heart. Consequently, its middle class has historically defined, more than other
groups, the cultural, political, and economic traits that prevail in society and has been the main
protagonist of social movements and political activism (Bagheri, 2018; Harris, 2012; HonarbinHolliday, 2013).
“The new matriarchate”: the narratives of middle-aged men
Being a man in Iran nowadays is described as an experience much more complex and difficult
than it may appear, deeply intertwined with the political, economic, and social transformations
of the society and the consequent reconfigurations of gender roles (Bellassai, 2004; Horrocks,
1994; Levant, 1997; Nixon, 1996; Wacquant, 1995). The Islamic Republic is a patriarchal
society where masculine identity is achieved through being a heterosexual man dominant both
socially and sexually and the male bread-winner still represents a preeminent element for the
structuration of gender relations (Abbasi-Shavazi et al., 2015; Mahmoudian & El-Adawy,
2015); therefore, economic independence is an indispensable requirement for a socially
accepted transition to adulthood and the full recognition as a ‘man’ (Adibi, 2006; Gelfer, 2014).
5
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Census data show that over time, male economic participation has consistently been more than
40% higher than female4. The cross-analysis5 of data on civil status and employment highlights
a wide gap between men and women’s economic participation: most married men are
employed, but the majority of married women are housewives. While marriage seems to be a
deterrent for female employment, economic independence is an essential requirement for men
to get married and create a family (Gerami, 2003).
The field research was conducted during the dramatic worsening of the economy following
the United States’ withdrawal from the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (“Nuclear Deal”)
and the reintroduction of international sanctions against Iran. Consequently, many interviewees
underlined the multiple pressures felt to maintain their economic and social status and the fear
of ‘not being up to’ the expectations of their families and society. Identified as the main
addressees of the economic and social policies of the post-war reconstruction, middle-class
Iranian men today enjoy a greater level of education, global connections, and social capital.
However, the recent political, cultural, and economic changes—along with spreading
neoliberal policies and the burden of a patriarchal system —have simultaneously raised the
expectations and tension they are subjected to (Gelfer, 2014; Gerami, 2003; Khosravi, 2017).
The male role is described as weakened and struggling in both the public and private sphere
(Bahramitash, 2013); for Kian6, an entrepreneur of 55: “Being a man in Iran is not good. We
cannot say we live better than women. I think the differences that women feel are not
reasonable. We feel them as well. Since we live in the so-called patriarchy, everybody focuses
on how much a man is successful, and this influences the way society and family treat him 7”.
Regardless of their religious and political orientation, these men expressed concern for a
perceived, “Disappearance of the virtues and values with which we grew up, such as honesty,
chivalry, and responsibility,” as said by Mehrdad, a 50-year-old professor, replaced today by a
new ethic of rivalry, competition, and dishonesty (Adelkhah, 1998; Khosravi, 2017). Kasra, a
6
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52-year-old insurer, emphasized his disapproval in the lack of morals of contemporary families
where respect for hierarchies has been substituted by individualism and selfishness – “Our
generation had hormat, ezzat8, modesty, fear, patriarchy, respect, but the current generation...
now if you tell your kid that he is not in a hotel and there are things to do, he replies he did not
ask to be born and his parents have to look after him.”
Since gender is a relational concept inherent in the construction of different social roles,
cultural models, relationships of power, and inequality between individuals (Leccardi, 2002;
Rubin, 1975; Thorne, 1993; West & Zimmerman, 1988), it is not surprising that women play a
central role in many of the constitutive processes of masculinities (Connell & Messerschmidt,
2005; Khosravi, 2009; Zakai, Yazdkhasti, & Yaghoubi Chobari, 2010). Scholars argue that the
increasingly visible public presence of women started already at the end of the last century, is
responsible for general collective anxiety about the male identity (Khosravi, 2017; Najmabadi,
2005). Still born and raised in a partly traditional society, where even the educated and secular
families’ gender roles and relations follow a patriarchal hierarchy, these men described their
father-figure as the main, if not only, one responsible for family maintenance and embodiment
of values such as deference and authority. According to Mehdi, a 50-year-old freelancer, “At
our times, society was completely patriarchal (mardsalar). The family man used to have always
the final say. The social life of the family was based on his decisions”.
Unlike their fathers and grandfathers, today’s middle-class men are expected not only to
provide economically for their family but also to contribute actively to the conjugal life,
children’s education, and household organization (Inhorn & Wentzell, 2011). Researches show
that even if they do not share yet the overall responsibility for caring activities, these men are
much more present in the family scene (Esfahani & Shajari, 2012; Haghighat, 2014; Rafatjah,
2012), enacting concretely new models of fatherhood and manliness, as remarked by Mehrdad,
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“After marriage, I started to change my mind. I want to show my daughter a model of father
different from the one I have had.”
Yet, while all participants declared themselves in favor of gender equality when it comes to
concretely asserting men and women’s respective roles, their narratives unveiled the
persistence of some stereotypes and an essentialized view of feminine characters9. They are
married with educated and often employed women who, according to them, are increasingly
managing decision-making power leading many interviewees to talk about a ‘zansalari’, a
neologism composed by ‘zan’ (woman) and ‘salari’ (control), as opposed to ‘mardsalari’. For
Kasra, the so-called ‘matriarchate’ started under Khatami’s administration (1997-2005) when
the growing legal, social and political concessions led women to largely participate in the
private and public as well as to become more demanding over men, “Who do not have any
longer that power of decision they should have.” Similarly, Kamran, a 55-year-old
businessman, commented, “Women work and take all the decisions in the family. Often I feel
I have become just a money-maker”.
The debate about an alleged ‘masculinity crisis’ is not new nor peculiar to the Iranian
society, it represents a hegemonic discourse that focuses on the inability of traditional models
to provide meanings to the growing complexities of modern societies (Bellassai, 2004;
Ciccone, 2019; Heartfield, 2002; Horrocks, 1994; Levant, 1997). In contemporary Iran, the
social, political, and economic transformations have affected men and women at different
speeds and levels; for my informants, the loosening of traditional gender roles, and the
increasing autonomy of women, amount to a weakening of the patriarchal nature of Iranian
institutions and a parallel decrease of men’s authority 10.
The sons of the revolution
As with the previous generation, economic independence and its direct effects on everyday life
is also a central issue for middle-class respondents born in the 1990s. Ramin, an unemployed
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man of 27, argued that, “The most important event in one man’s life is finding a job, definitely.
Having a good job is the most valuable thing that gives meaning to be a man, even more than
marriage.” The recent economic and political hardships, as one would expect, have made this
goal extremely tough. Census data reveals the dramatic significance of youth unemployment –
in 2016, Tehran reached 30%11. Many youth expressed uncertainty and disillusion regarding
the lack of opportunities and stable reference points like those once available to the previous
generation, whose entry into the labor market often followed the footsteps of their fathers and
was mediated by the family (Azadarmaki, 2010; Honarbin-Holliday, 2013).
Nevertheless, as scholars show (Crespi 2005; Leccardi 2005; Melucci 1994), in a time
characterized by a chronic sense of insecurity and precariousness, these young men have settled
unprecedented strategies of resilience and elaboration of their identities that increasingly
include consumption practices signed by specific class markers (Kanaaneh, 2002; Olszewska,
2013), the importance of bodily appearance 12 (Adelkhah, 1998; Alexander, 2003; Connell &
Messerschmidt, 2005; Frith & Gleeson, 2004; Saltonstall, 1993), and new approaches to the
job market and family creation (Hashemi, 2015, 2020). To the ethics of hardship and
responsibility mentioned by the older generation and the sacrifice and piety embodied by
martyrs, they counterpose the need for individualized and flexible biographies (Akhavan
Sarraf, Abzari, Nasr Isfahani, & Fathi, 2016; Beck 1992; Leccardi & Ruspini 2006; Leccardi
2005), as defined by this participant of 27, “My mom wants me to do a classic job, you know,
going to the office 9-17. She does not understand that I am already working [as a private
English teacher]. Today, work is different.” Further examples include the increasing delay of
marriage, now considered no longer a mandatory step, and the rejection of conscription, which
is often described as a ‘corrupt’ and ‘useless’ institution to be avoided as much as possible in
order, “not to waste two years of my life in which I could find a real job”.
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Exhibiting a fashionable and trained body, and conforming to up-to-date aesthetics, are
no longer the prerogatives of women, but significant markers of new standards of emergent
masculinities (Connell & Messerschmidt, 2005; Inhorn & Wentzell, 2011; Rahbari, 2019).
Sohrab, a 24-year-old student, commented how, “Over 90% of boys perform, show their cars,
money, or how many girls they have had, their physical strength, to prove themselves powerful
in front of women and towards women. And they are also becoming more fashionable.” The
performative abidance to the ethics of modesty mandated by the revolution (Hashemi, 2020)
has been replaced by a new iconography of virility conveyed through social networks and
widely spread in the capital city, where the proliferation of luxurious clubs and gyms reflect a
modern and sophisticated archetypal willing to spend money and time for his body and look
(Adelkhah, 1998). The growing availability of new technological means has facilitated the rise
of a new dialogue on the male body as a ‘personal and reflective project’ (Giddens, 1991)
affected by commodification and medicalization processes; a tool to build a biography and
identity positively valued by society.
Compared to the older interviewees, these youth appear more aware and sensitive about
gender discrimination and their own privileges. Some criticized their peers for behaviors
labeled as ‘traditional’ or ‘sexist’. Comments like those of Ebi, 20, according to whom his
friends, “Say they are modern, but they change their attitude according to the circumstances
and are jealous and possessive towards girls 13”, or Saman, for whom, “Most men declare to be
feminist, but perhaps less than a third act as such”, testify not only the greater cognizance of
the inequalities in which they are personally involved but also the persistence of such
contradictions and disparities, even in this generation of the capital’s middle class.
The opinions expressed about women are extremely ambivalent and articulate,
mirroring the complexity of power relationships within the society, but share several
common points. While most informants affirm to have already embraced a ‘modern’
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lifestyle14, the main criticism towards women are concerns of their presumed unwillingness
or inability to make the same transition. The superficiality and excessive tantrums towards
men are some vices that would prevent women from becoming ‘truly emancipated’. For Ali,
29, Iranian women, “Want to be simultaneously traditional and modern. They want western
rights but most of them just lay at home. It does not work like this.” Sohrab, 22, revealed
his disappointment in realising that the girl he was interested in, “Had done a rhinoplasty. I
was so shocked, how could she do it, to conform to the mass? I liked her because she was
simple, natural, different from other girls”. The emphasis on most girls’ lack of ‘simplicity’
and ‘authenticity’ is highlighted also by Siamak, 20, who counterposed his girlfriend’s
qualities to the, “Obsession with prestige and reputation, and lack of interests,” of other
women.
The awareness of the difficulties Iranian women face, and the solidarity expressed
to them, often clash with the interiorization of certain privileges that manifests itself as an
apparent inability to consider the resilience strategies implemented to concretely face these
challenges (Abedinifard, 2015). On one hand, these youth encourage women to abandon
‘traditional’ practices and attitudes (some of which, like the dowry or virginity, are burdens
for men themselves). While on the other hand, they often reproach them for being,
“Influenced by the West, that makes them more materialistic, more consumerist,” as
specified by Siavash, 2515. This double pressure on women’s bodies and behaviors signals
the rise of new specific forms of patriarchy and sexism where a perfect image of womanhood
is reproduced through references to both modernity and traditionality, and men still act as
judges declining which women can fit into the image (Sadeghi & Moruzzi, 2006).
Conclusions
Connell (2000) argues that masculinities are socially organized constructions positioned within
dynamic gender hierarchies that vary according to the cultural and social background, the age,
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and the economic and cultural forces of globalization, all combined with local demographic
and social transformations (Adibi, 2006; Gelfer, 2014; Inhorn & Wentzell, 2011; Khosravi,
2008). In Iran, the revolutionary narratives of the homo islamicus and the redemption rhetoric
of the martyrs characterizing the post-1979 period has, over time, portrayed middle and upperclass men as fashionable, ambitious and individualistic, and the spread of a pervasive capitalist
model – based on competition, the stigmatization of vulnerability and the erosion of the
personal self-esteem (Adelkhah, 1998; Khosravi, 2017; Rivetti, 2020; Salehi-Isfahani & Egel,
2007). My participants noted economic and social changes in Tehran which, they feel, have
affected gender relations and the ways in which they perform manhood. Data reveals how men
have always been invested by main economic and social responsibilities that, currently, seem
to lead many to critically evaluate their own position and duties from within one’s own family
and society. Among the participants, men of the older generation appear conflicted as they
pivot between a past that no longer fits the present and uncertainty about the changes they are
experimenting with. Their narratives depict an apparent generational divide where the
reorganization of family roles has led to a loss of the power and authority once associated with
a father-figure. While it is fashionable to talk about a ‘crisis of masculinity’, these men actually
are at a crossroads as they try to find their way in a shifting world and contribute actively to
the creation of emergent masculinities (Inhorn & Wentzell, 2011; Zakai et al., 2010).
Literature (Adibi, 2006; Amar, 2011; Fozooni, 2004; Gerami, 2003; HonarbinHolliday, 2013; Pak-shiraz, 2017) and the interviews confirm that nowadays, the role
models embodied by the State or tradition seems to have a weaker grip on urban middleclass youth. The new circulation of goods, services, consumption methods, practices, and
technologies combined with the internal transformations of society, such as the weakening
of traditional and religious models, all together contribute to the development of new
conceptions of virility and the male body (Bagheri, 2018). The spread of capitalism as one
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of the ‘institutional dimensions of modernity’ (Jafari, 2007) has brought significant changes
in the social structures of communities, like a distinctly individualistic attitude much
stronger in newer generations (Azadarmaki, 2010; Khosravi, 2017). If, on the one hand, the
greater acceptance of gender equity seems to be one of the characteristic of this generation
globally (Rainer & Rainer, 2011; Taylor & Keeter, 2010), it should be remembered that
these youth live in a society that appears more secular than it used to be (Sadeghi, 2008),
where the easier access to modern technologies and communication tools almost guarantees
this social class a constant connection with the international sphere, multiple lifestyles,
reference models, and visions.
Nonetheless, despite their social, cultural, and economic privileges, compared to
ethnic minorities or poorer classes, the Tehran middle-class’s men interviewed do not
present a coherent and homogeneous view towards gender, family, and sexuality. When it
comes to these topics, their narratives are not immune from uncertainties, paradoxes and
also reactionary stances intensely interwoven with the social, economic and power dynamics
of the shifting society.
Endnotes
1

2

In this article, I adopt a cisnormative understanding of men and women.
Interviews were conducted with Schütze’s narrative interview technique (Schütze, 1983,1984).

Reporting subjects’ own narratives and thoughts is of crucial relevance as one of my goals is to
dismantle some hegemonic discourses that incorporate and standardize Iranian men’s experience into
homogeneous macro categories. As said by Behrouzian (2015), narratives harbour ‘stories
implicitness’, to use Taussig’s words, ‘as a way of making theory makes itself’, challenging and getting
in the way of past theory and reconstructing it with new constituents.
3

According to Kian-Thiébaut, the particular distinguishing feature that differentiates members of the

modern middle class from other social groups is their possession of cultural competence and capital.
With a background in higher education, this group consists of salaried employees in the public and
13
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private sectors and the liberal professions. Thus, it includes among others, teachers, doctors, lawyers,
engineers, army officers, journalists, writers and university students, etc. (Kian-Thiébaut, 2010). The
social collocation of participants has been established through their occupation, education,
neighborhood of residence and self-collocation. The interviewees born in the 1960s have almost all
attended university while the younger men were enrolled or just graduated.
4

Data are drawn from Iranian census of 1966, 1986, 1996, 2006, 2011, 2016, available at

https://www.amar.org.ir/english and Labor Force Surveys conducted by the Statistical Center of Iran,
available at https://www.amar.org.ir/english/Statistics-by-Topic/Labor-force (in English).
5

I conducted a secondary analysis through SPSS software crossing the statistical data available on the

Statistical Center of Iran’s website on marital status with those on economic participation.
6

The interviewees’ names have been changed to respect their privacy.

7

All the interviews have been translated from Persian by the author.

8

Historically, the concept of honour in Iranian culture has been intrinsically related to masculinity and

the proper way of being a man (Balslev, 2019).
9

As instance, women’s natural predisposition for multitasking, organization, and caring activities.

10

11

I thank professor Valentine Moghaddam for her useful comment on this.
Source:

https://www.amar.org.ir/english/Statistics-by-Topic/Labor-force

(in

English);

https://www.amar.org.ir/%D8%B3%D8%B1%D8%B4%D9%85%D8%A7%D8%B1%DB%8C%D8%B9%D9%85%D9%88%D9%85%DB%8C-%D9%86%D9%81%D9%88%D8%B3-%D9%88%D9%85%D8%B3%DA%A9%D9%86/%D9%86%D8%AA%D8%A7%DB%8C%D8%AC%D8%B3%D8%B1%D8%B4%D9%85%D8%A7%D8%B1%DB%8C (in Persian).
12

One example is the exponential increase of male cosmetic surgeries as result of internal cultural,

social and economic dynamics but also of a late-modern culture that considers body transformation an
act of free self-expression, an exercise of individual autonomy and a gesture of affirmation of one’s
social status.
13

According to most interviewees, jealousy and possessiveness towards women are some of the main

traits that characterize younger men too and are described as a legacy of the ‘traditional’ Iranian
masculinity.
14
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This expression is actually very ambiguous; for the young men interviewed, it includes a wide

variety of behaviours and attitudes such as having premarital sexual relations, not following religion,
being emancipated from traditional practices, not being conformists, and so on.
15

Balslev notices that already at the beginning of the XX century, women’s alleged profligacy and

pursuit of luxury were counted among the reasons for the high celibacy rate of Iranian men. Women’s
wastefulness, moreover, was explicitly linked to their “shallow imitation of the West” (Balslev, 2019,
202).
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Takfir as Anti-Hegemonic Practice: Al-Shabab, Daesh and the
Creation of New Political Communities
Abdulla Moaswes, Amity University, Dubai

At the start of 2017, Al Qaeda leader Ayman Al Zawahiri released an audiotape in which he
denounced the group known as Daesh1, stating that they have, “exceeded the limits of
extremism,” because Daesh has become, “struck with madness in takfir.” (in Dearden 2017)
This is significant because the practice of takfir has become an obstacle challenging
contemporary interpretations of Islam that have taken inspiration from the writings of
Mohammed Ibn Abdul Wahhab (Alhussein 2012). To build upon Eman Alhussein’s
observation, about the role of takfir in reinforcing religious authority and political hegemonies
within the context of the Saudi nation-state, this article seeks to explore how the practice of
takfir can also further the objective of groups seeking to create entirely new political
communities by countering extant hegemonic ideas of political and religious community.
Instead of addressing takfir from a religious perspective, as much of the literature does, this
article will focus on the practice of takfir as a modern political tactic, as expressed by Sulayman
Ibn Abdul Wahhab, who reproached his brother Mohammed for using takfir as a means of
delegitimising those who disagreed with him (Dahlan in Firro 2013, 772). This article argues
that the practice of takfir by groups seeking to create new political communities most notably
and significantly counters existing hegemonies at two primary levels: the local level, which
comprises of traditional, social, and political structures of hegemony, as well as the regional
and global levels, which are comprised of state-centric notions of political hegemony.
The reason for the selection of Al Shabaab as the first case study is due to Afyare Abdi
Elmi’s observation that Islamists largely attempt to override clan identities in politics, which,
alongside Islamic identities, are the two main forms of political identification in Somalia (2010,
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4). With regards to Daesh as the essay’s choice for the second case study, this is due to Alireza
Doostdar’s observation that its uniqueness is derived from “its aspiration to form immediately
a caliphate or pan-Islamic state” (2014), thus necessitating the formation of new political
communities and hegemonies at both regional and global levels.
Theoretical Framework
Antonio Gramsci, despite not directly defining hegemony in translations of the Prison
Notebooks (1971), identifies two functions of what he refers to as “social hegemony”. The first
of these is, the spontaneous consent given by the great masses of the population to the general
direction imposed on social life by the dominant fundamental group.” Gramsci adds that “this
consent is historically caused by the prestige (and consequent confidence) which the dominant
group enjoys because of its position and function in the world of production.” (1971, 145) The
second of the two functions is, the apparatus of state coercive power which legally enforces
discipline on those groups who do not consent either actively or passively. He goes on to
explain that, “this apparatus is, however, constituted for the whole of society in anticipation of
moments of crisis of command and direction when spontaneous consent has failed” (1971,
145). Through its examples, this article will demonstrate that Takfir most predominantly relates
to the foremost function, attacking the prestige enjoyed by dominant groups in a particular
context by transferring the legitimacy that they enjoy onto the agent that invokes the takfir.
T.J. Jackson Lears makes the argument for the significance of understanding counterhegemonies by pointing out that, “most people find it difficult, if not impossible, to translate
the outlook implicit in their experience into a conception of the world that will directly
challenge the hegemonic culture” (1985, 569). William Carroll and Robert Ratner further argue
that the rise of new social movements today, “expresses a wide array of antagonisms that go
far beyond the familiar strife between capital and labour, and poses a new and critical problem
of rediscovering the basis for an oppositional perspective capable of linking diverse interests
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and multiple identities” (1994, 4). Takfir operates within this space when creating new political
communities, thus casting itself as an ultra-aggressive practice of counter- hegemony. Carroll
and Ratner further corroborate this view by pointing out that, “such challenges, such
transgressions, necessarily entail a disorganization of consent, a disruption of hegemonic
discourses and practices,” and that, “in this sense, movements may be viewed prima facie as
agencies of counter-hegemony.” (1994, 6) They continue to explain that, “by mobilizing
resources and acting outside established political structures of state, parties and interest groups,
movements create independent organizational bases for advancing alternatives” (1994, 4),
which is exactly the purpose of takfir in the context of this article.
From the perspective of religion, Mohammed Hafiz approximates the practice of takfir
to, “ex-communication.” (2010, 147) He elaborates by defining takfir as, “the act of passing
the verdict of kufr on anyone who utterances or deeds openly manifest disbelief.” (2010, 149)
The most significant component to contemporary takfir is the concept of al wala’ wal bara’
(WB), since its political dimension is what much Salafi-takfirism is based on today (Bin Ali
2012, 17). Mohamed Bin Ali describes WB, “in its most fundamental [sense as the prescribed]
relationship Muslims are enjoined to have with God and their fellow human beings”, where,
“the term wala’ refers to the undivided loyalty Muslims should portray to God, Islam and their
Muslim co-religionists over all other things, while bara’ refers to the disavowal of anything
deemed un-Islamic by these modern Salafis.” (2012, 10) This definition is of the utmost
significance because it relates directly to the interplay between consent, identity, and
legitimacy upon which hegemony is built.
Applying this to modern social and political hegemonies, Nelly Lahoud asserts the
importance of WB as signifiers of “who is in and out”, thus presenting, “an alternative
paradigm of group membership to that offered by the nation state” (2010, 198-199). Further to
this, invoking takfir not only marks who is “out”, but also marks those who are “out”, including
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actors who uphold extant political and social hegemonies, as legitimate targets of violence–
thus making takfir an attractive tool to groups that carry out religiously-inspired political
violence. Considering this logic of inclusivity and constructed hierarchy, Lahoud explains that,
“every person, irrespective of status, colour, gender or origin could potentially be accepted into
the jihadi community on the basis of embracing the common creed” (2010, 199). This view
constitutes WB as a force that opposes more established socio-political hegemonic structures
such as the state, tribe, or clan by rejecting those who uphold them while accepting those
aggrieved by them. For example, one of the most ubiquitous justifications for the use of takfir
is for the shaming and delegitimising of Muslims who, “believe in democracy and […] vote
and […] don’t mind being elected or to make laws when they have the chance” (Al-Masri in
Aslan 2009, 104). By clearly defining the communities and individuals entitled to each of wala’
and bara’, the actors invoking takfir are able to attack both the legitimacy of the state in addition
to that of Muslims who have power within it while claiming that legitimacy for themselves.
This notion of building legitimacy facilitates the process of alternative collective
identification necessary for the formation of new political communities. Cristina Flesher
Fominaya provides a succinct summation of collective identity as a process by stating that it,
“involves cognitive definitions about ends, means and the field of action; this process is given
voice through a common language, and enacted through a set of rituals, practices, and cultural
artefacts” (2010, 395). Here one can place Islamically-inspired rhetoric as the voice of takfiri
identity, with the political doctrines and practices involved as the mode of action. This shows
that, “the rise of Takfiri groups is not actually caused by the fact that a specific historical text
that promotes such tendencies exists, but is rather caused by political and economic conditions
that render possible the utilization of the existing text, to rally and mobilize” (Al-Ibrahim 2005,
409), as is the case with the rise of identities in the ways described by Fominaya. It is useful to
also add that David Snow posits that the emergence of new collective identities, “means that
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other social identities have subsided in relevance and salience for the time being” (2001, 4), —
a particularly relevant point when thinking about takfir’s value in playing on grievances or
emotive discourse to attack extant, established sources of collective identification. The duality
of the use of takfir, as both an offensive tactic as well as one that asserts the legitimacy of the
actor enacting it, positions it firmly within the realm of counter-hegemonic identarian practices.
Al Shabaab and Anti-Local Hegemonies
Al Shabaab’s practice of takfir demonstrates its use at the level of countering traditional local
and domestic socio-cultural hegemonic structures – in this case the institution of wadaad and
clan – as well as political hegemonic structures such as warlords and other Islamist groups.
Mohamed Diriye Abdullahi defines the wadaad as, “certain people [who] are more
knowledgeable in religious matters and rituals than the rest of the population,” but is careful to
explain that a wadaad is an, “expert, not clergy, as it is understood in Western church
organisations” (2001, 59). Marleen Renders adds that the “new” wadaad-like figures that
emerged in the late 1990s enjoyed a new role based on a newfound economic independence,
which, in theory, should strengthen the institution’s position as a hegemonic power (2007, 24–
25). At the time of Renders’ writing, however, Al Shabaab was not yet as powerful a force as
they have come to be known. Roland Marchal, when speaking about the wadaad during Al
Shabaab’s continued rise to prominence in the later part of the 2000s, asserted that the,
“religious ideology [of Al Shabaab] edges out historical debates about fiqh and shari’a,
allowing youth to believe that their interpretation of Islam is correct and they can therefore
confront whoever is not behaving ‘properly’ in the public sphere – including elder wadaad.”
(2011, 268) This interplay between takfir and a “lack of knowledge of the core ideology” of
Islam among local youths, when contrasted with the traditional knowledge of the wadaad, sidelines the wadaad’s institution at the local community level (Hansen 2013, 32). This facilitates
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Al Shabaab taking up a primary position of political and religious authority in said communities
with a new constellation of both religious and political power.
More important than the institution of the wadaad is how Al Shabaab’s takfir has
attempted to undermine the primacy of clan in the Somali socio-political arena. While there
are disagreements between scholars of Somali studies, regarding whether this has been
successfully achieved or not, the position of clan among the targets of Al Shabaab’s takfir
remains significant. Al Shabaab have been able to take advantage of the perception that, “clan
identity and clanism were responsible for Somalia’s ills” (Elmi 2010, 28). By attacking the
domination of clan belonging and clan politics, Al Shabaab have, for a generation, provided,
“an alternative sense of belonging and a possible ‘global model’ that promises access to a wider
world than the parochial universe of daily experience” (Marchal 2011, 268). This has largely
been done by aggressively declaring the clan system to be un-Islamic, a position that even less
hard-line Islamists agree with (Elmi 2010, 46). This exclusion of clan from the boundaries of
Islam in favour of a wider sense of belonging marks clan elites and elders who attempt to
uphold its hegemonic position as legitimate targets of takfir. This reiterates the position of
takfir as both a counter-hegemonic practice as well as a form of identarian hegemony in itself.
With regards to political hegemonic structures, the most significant to consider, in the
context of Al Shabaab, are those of the warlords, who dominated politics at the turn of the
century, and other Islamist groups. Contrary to the “romanticism of the AK-47”, which inspired
the youth of the 1960s, Marchal explains that in the case of Al Shabaab it was faith that was
used to, “transform an initial sense of humiliation [at the perceived ineptitude of the warlords]
into a military ability to react and the reassertion of the individual subject.” (2011, 273)
Additionally, Al Shabaab have been able to use the perception that the government are,
“beholden to Somalia’s enemies, Ethiopia and the United States of America,” in order to
exclude them from the fold of their ummah as well (Marchal 2012, 263). When it came to
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Islamist groups that may have been seen to be of closer ideological proximity to Al Shabaab,
such as Al Ittehad Al Islami (AIAI), Al Shabaab were forced to adopt takfir as a means of
justifying their position vis-à-vis other members who refused to enact violence on other Somali
Muslims, since the majority of AIAI members saw this as condemnable (Elmi 2010, 60-61).
Although, “Al-Shabaab leaders are not thoroughgoing Takfiris” (Marchal 2011, 267), takfir
was adopted as a means of counter-hegemony and creating the type of political community
necessary for the group to operate through.
Daesh and Anti-Regional and Anti-Global Hegemonies
The most striking hegemonic structure that Daesh has managed to counter through its practice
of takfir is the nation-state. As Yosef Jabareen states, Daesh, “rejects the modern nation state
and the states created during the colonial period and instead calls for a return of the Caliphate
of the Islamic ummah, which transcends nationalism and race,” and that, “thousands of Muslim
Jihadists from around the world have joined together to take part in establishing a new Islamic
State with a social, territorial, and political agenda.” (2015, 52) Richard Falk (2015) delineates
three key claims of non-state control that Daesh makes, which differentiates it from other
nation-states. The first is that, “ISIS seems to have no interest in being accepted as a state or to
be treated as a vehicle of self-determination for Syrians and Iraqis living under its authority,”
but rather, “ISIS rests its authority to govern exclusively on a sectarian claim to be applying
Islam.” The second, which is that, “by discrediting those states that were imposed on the region
after World War I, ISIS is claiming a superior political legitimacy to that conferred by
international diplomatic procedures or through admission to the United Nations,” shows that
Daesh seeks alternative forms of political legitimacy from those which are considered
conventional or legal. Takfir allows them to do this due to the ability it gives them to define
what is and is not legitimate, in addition to creating a sense of identity for those within their
borders. The third claim that Falk specifies is that, “significant portions of the Sunni population
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[…] in the caliphate welcomed ISIS, at least at first, as a liberating force freeing the population
from Shia oppression and discrimination and more effectively offering social services at a
grassroots level,” thus playing on existing prejudices that can strengthen the impact of takfir in
this environment (2015). Furthermore, Abdulbari Atwan points out that with the aid of the
Internet, Daesh, “have been able to attract frustrated, marginalised, and vulnerable young
people to its ranks and to convince them of its world vision, predicated on reviving the golden
age of Islamic conquest, resisting American hegemony and pitting the believers against the
infidels and crusaders” (2015, 218). This widened the reach of disillusionment with the nationstate to areas outside of the Middle East, and its immediate neighbours, and is indicative of
attempts to counter the hegemonic system of nation-states globally through rigid classifications
of “Muslims” and “infidels.”
The most significant regional hegemonic structures that Daesh attempts to counter
through takfir are the religious institutions that hold the most legitimacy among the wider
Ummah. This includes, for example, Sunni institutions, such as Al-Azhar University and the
Saudi Permanent Committee for Scholarly Research and Ifta, and Shia institutions such as the
Marja’ia of the Iranian Supreme Leader Ayatollah Khamenei. The existence and popularity of
such institutions are problematic to Daesh due to their near-unanimous public opposition to the
group. The most significant among these is the religious institution that is seen as the, “heirs
of Wahhabism in Saudi Arabia.” According to Bader Al-Ibrahim, Daesh is seen “as having
deviated from the pure Wahhabi approach.” (2015, 410) This is due to the separation between
the political and religious centres of power; a consistent feature of the Saudi state seen as
problematic by the Daesh leadership, who believe that a supreme political leader, “would be
not only emir but also caliph.” (Al-Ibrahim 2015, 411) Daesh’s magazine Dabiq, in its
thirteenth issue, articulated the group’s takfir of both Abdulaziz Al Shaykh, the Grand Mufti
of Mecca (2015a, 7), and the entirety of the Iranian regime (2015b, 12). This grants Daesh a
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degree of religious independence alongside the political independence that it enjoys and passes
onto its conscripts.
Conclusion
As demonstrated through local, regional, and global hegemonic structures are affect, the use of
takfir by Daesh and Al-Shabaab has a clear invocation of takfir as a means of creating new
political communities in a potent form of counter-hegemonic discourse. The diversity of targets
that Daesh and Al-Shabaab allow is wider than simply individual Muslims who may be
perceived as political opponents, as was the case with Mohammed Ibn Abdul Wahab’s use of
takfir. This diversity includes tactical targets, such as the wadaad in Somalia, as well as entire
institutions of religious and political authority, such as the Saudi and Iranian states. The targets
even extend to the very notion of a nation-state, as the example of Daesh’s takfir shows. Such
a usage of takfir in the political and social arenas blurs the lines between old exclusivities and
new inclusivity, as is the case with all forms of hegemony. In line with Carroll and Ratner’s
suggestion that counter-hegemonies create new forms of hegemony, the emergence of takfir as
a counter-hegemonic force may simply be the precursor to its further ubiquity, both within
discrete societies as well as at higher levels of political and social organising. This means that
although the operational capabilities of groups invoking and practicing takfir may currently be
compromised, their creation of alternative political communities—whether territorial or not–
may continue to entrench groups, such as Al Shabaab and Daesh, as actors within future
domestic or global constellations of social and political power, authority and violence.
Endnotes
1

Throughout this essay, this term will be used interchangeably with other names that the group is known

by, including the Islamic State (IS) and ISIS.
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How the United States Mainstream Media frames Foreign Policy
Issues. A Comparative Case Study on the Battle of Aleppo and the
Battle of Mosul.
Emma Bihan-Poudec, Central European University

In 2002, New York Times reporter Judith Miller published an article affirming that Saddam
Hussein was in possession of arms of mass destruction, relying on an anonymous official
source (2002). The allegations were later disproved, and this article became the source of
heated debates surrounding ethics of media-state relations. In 2004, the outlet admitted the
information they received, “was insufficiently qualified or allowed to stand unchallenged” (The
Intercept, 2015). This example of collusion highlights the concerns of ethics in reporting and
it is fair to wonder whether this alarming admission influences the culture of reporting.
McCombs Maxwell describes the press as, “the citizenry’s principal source of information”
(2005), especially on foreign policy issues, out of people’s perceptions. The complicity of US
media in foreign interventions has been denounced by scholars such as Chomsky (1994) and
Entman (2004), who established the correlation between certain media coverage and elite
interests.
As foreign interventions have consequences on international security, the media has a
responsibility to portray conflicts accurately. With the evolution of the media landscape and
the emergence of the internet as a primary source of information, some argue that media
landscapes are more pluralist and independent (Bennett, 2006). Thus, this research aims to
establish whether such biases were observed in the coverage of The Battle of Aleppo and the
Battle of Mosul, through qualitative content analyses. This paper answers the following
research question: Does mainstream media display a bias in its coverage depending on the
foreign policy of the US government? This paper will conclude that the analyzed mainstream
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media outlet displayed a bias while covering these two foreign policy issues and that this bias
was in accordance with the official position of the US government. To do so, the relevant
literature on media-state relations and framing is analyzed; the methodology is then outlined;
altogether to finally proceed with the qualitative content analysis. Finally, I will conclude that
this study validates the hypothesis and provides evidence towards a systematic bias of the U.S.
Media.
Literature Review
Academics widely recognize the interdependence between policies and media. This
interdependence directed scholars to specifically focus on techniques used by journalists to
analyze whether the mainstream media illustrated any such bias in its coverage and effectively
fulfilling its function of an independent watchdog. These systemic and established journalistic
techniques provide a comparative advantage while studying media bias. On one hand, the
Cable News Network (CNN) effect school views media as a powerful independent regulating
tool enough to force governments to change their agenda (Robinson, 2002). Scholars such as
Livingstone (2000) considers the media as a neutral tool, conveying the elite’s views, without
any power in foreign policy decisions. On the contrary, Chomsky (1994) attributes the great
powers of news outlets to elites. Chomsky considers that the mass media inculcates,
“individuals with the beliefs that will integrate them into the institutional structures of the
larger society” (1994). The Manufacturing Consent theory argues the media is a biased actor
working in favor of corporate interests. More studies highlight the omnipresence of official
sources in news coverage, which has been widely accepted in the literature (Bennett, 2006).
To inculcate beliefs to the readers, journalists use techniques such as framing, which,
“promotes a ‘perceived reality’, endorses a specific problem definition, moral evaluation, and
a treatment recommendation” (Entman, 1993, 51). For the purpose of this study, framing is
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defined as “a central organizing theme that can consist of the use of texts.” (Dimitrova and
Stromback, 2005)
Framing, within this paper, applies to foreign policy, which defines a government’s
interaction with other states, regarding specific issues such as the cases used in this study.
Some particular studies address productive framing, which implies an intention to portray an
event in a positive or negative light (Mintz, 2003). This research aligns itself along scholars
such as Entman, who used framing to highlight bias between cases in media coverage, while
it fits more broadly into the theory of Manufacturing Consent, by Chomsky and Hermann
(1994), which establishes a theoretical framework for the systematic bias of mainstream media
overall. The framing analysis of the Mosul and Aleppo cases will provide evidence in support
of or contradict systematic media bias while contributing to the literature both empirically and
analytically.
Methodology
This study substantially builds upon the previous work of Chomsky and Entman (2004), who
established a pattern of systematic bias from mainstream US media. A deductive approach is
adopted, through qualitative methods, for two case studies: the Battle of Aleppo and the Battle
of Mosul. The following hypothesis will be deductively tested:
The media coverage from these outlets is consistently different across cases and reflects
the official position of the US government, as supported by the differential use of the
six studied frames.
Thus, this paper tests whether the official position of the US government explains the variance
in the framing used in the media coverage of these two cases. The observation of this variance
is based on comparative analyses of frames used in the previous study of Dimitrova and
Stromback (2005). A detailed Coverage Codebook of the author’s methodology allowed for
specific examples of frames and criteria. This case study observes the most similar systems
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design (Pfetsch and Esser, 2004) as both presented military operations with similar tactics,
targets, settings, and objectives. Both resulted in liberations. I will use three outlets from the
United States that represent the diversity of the mediatic landscape: The New York Times,
ABC News, and Fox News. The New York Times is considered a liberal outlet that is often
referred to as an agenda-setter (Dimitrova and Stromback, 2005). Fox News reaches a more
conservative audience, mainly those who are aligned with the Republican party ideology,
whereas ABC is more centrist. The online database LexisNexis was used to select articles from
the New York Times and ABC News, whereas the website of Fox News was used to select
articles from this media outlet. The timeframe of the Battle of Aleppo went from August 2016
to February 2017; February 2017 to August 2017 for the Battle of Mosul. The keywords
‘Aleppo’ and ‘Mosul’ were specifically used to refine the search to yield the relevant articles:
Mosul

Aleppo

NYTimes

96

175

ABC News

17

21

Fox News

188

278

Total

301

474

Figure 1: Relevant articles selected for this study.
A total of 775 articles were selected for the content analysis, which establishes whether the
headlines presented a positive or negative tone. Words used over 50 times in headlines were
determined through an analysis with the Nvivo12 software and appears in Figure 1 and Figure
2. Furthermore, the study was completed by a qualitative discourse analysis, for which one
article per outlet per case was selected. The following articles were selected:
NYT, Mosul: Iraqi Prime Minister Arrives in Mosul to Declare Victory Over ISIS, 9th
July 2019.
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NYT, Aleppo: Assad’s lesson from Aleppo: Force works, with few consequences, 16th
December 2016.
Fox News, Mosul: 5 things to know about Iraq’s Mosul, 27th September 2017.
Fox News, Aleppo: 5 things to know about Syria’s Aleppo, 22nd December 2016.
ABC News, Mosul: Iraqis close to victory against ISIS; U.S-backed troops fighting for
Mosul. 9th July 2017.
ABC News, Aleppo: The children of Aleppo, families flee city, Assad claims victory,
15th December 2016.
The selection permitted to establish the overarching opinion of the respective media outlet. The
analyses were based on the following frames: (1) the military conflict frame, which
emphasizes military actors and actions; (2) the human-interest frame, which highlights the
human impact of conflict; (3) the responsibility frame, which indicates the responsible actor;
(4) the violence of war frame which concentrates on destruction; (5) the diagnostic frame,
which establishes the reasons; (6) finally, the prognostic frame, which discusses implications.
Finally, the type of source and the moral terminology were controlled for.
Data Analysis
In total, 775 headlines were analysed, separately, according to the case. The first emerging
finding is the difference in volume between articles (refer to Figure 1). All outlets, except for
ABC News, covered Aleppo more extensively. In the case of Aleppo, the articles are longer
and diverge towards international issues. Contrastingly, the articles on Mosul are shorter and
focus on military operations. There are significantly more articles available on Aleppo from
the New York Times and Fox News, illustrating the framing technique of ‘contrasting
magnitude’, which, “magnifies those elements of depicted reality that favor one side’s
position” (Entman, 2004, p30). While these two battles caused thousands of civilian casualties,
in densely populated areas, the media magnified the Battle of Aleppo, aligning its coverage
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with US government foreign policy (US Department of State, 2020). The Nvivo12 ‘cloud
word’ tool permitted to identify the words used in the headlines with a minimum frequency of
50:

Figure 2: Mosul coverage cloud word.

Figure 3: Aleppo coverage cloud word.
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The use of different vocabularies between the two cases is apparent. In the case of Mosul,
adjectives such as ‘liberation’ and ‘victory’ appear systematically, attaching a positive moral
terminology, which again aligns with the position of the US government (US Department of
Defence, 2017). The keywords focus principally on the military operations and advances of the
coalition against the Islamic State (ISIS). The words ‘deaths’ and ‘killed’ were mainly linked
to the Islamic State, denouncing the actions of the adversary. Contrastingly, to cover Aleppo,
adjectives such as ‘victory’ or ‘liberation’ are not used. The headlines are more focused on the
death toll and devastation caused by military operations, expressing strong moral
condemnations. Words such as ‘siege’ are prominent to describe Aleppo, emphasizing the
violence of the war frame.
However, the software analysis of the headlines solely cannot capture the subtilty of
framing. As the software analyses single words, the combination of words or rhetorical devices
are excluded, which emphasizes the need for a complementary manual analysis. A particular
headline from the New York Times summarises this established narrative, “U.S. forces play a
crucial role against ISIS in Mosul” (New York Times, 2017). Other recurrent words are
“retake”, “advance”, “progress”, which can be aimed to incite a positive judgment from
readers. Keywords used over thirty times to describe the Battle of Aleppo were “agony”,
“failed”, and “hell”. An August 3rd, 2016 article from the New York Times had for headline,
“The case for (finally) bombing Assad.” No headlines on Aleppo focused on actions by rebel
groups, some of which had the US government supports. The analysis of headlines highlights
a significant contrast, reflecting the position of the US government in both conflicts and
providing additional evidence towards bias.
Therefore, an analysis of six selected articles permits to deepen the analysis of the
framing used in both cases and strengthen the patterns observed. The findings establish a
consistent difference in the coverage of these two cases. On the one hand, the moral
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terminology on the Battle of Aleppo is negative. While describing the battle, the coverage
emphasizes the disastrous consequences, the civilian casualties, and the injustices of war. The
use of pejorative adjectives is consistent and primarily used besides mentioning the Syrian
government of President Bashar Al Assad. On the other hand, the articles covering the Battle
of Mosul use a positive tone, painting a noble account of a battle fiercely won through the use
of glorifying adjectives. Overall, no outlet in this research covered either battle neutrally. Fox
News, in particular, is the outlet that focuses on the military frame the most, rarely employing
the human-interest frame. Moreover, the negative tone of the New York Times, on the issue of
Aleppo, provides an interesting finding. The newspaper principally used these three frames:
the violence of war, responsibility, and military conflict. The outlet addresses the liberal
platform of the United States, traditionally less inclined to support military interventions.
However, it observes an aggressive and conservative approach in the case of Aleppo, which
particularly echoes the New York Times advocating for an invasion of Iraq in 2002. Therefore,
it is fair to conclude that the New York Times demonstrates a bias in this case. Similarly, ABC
News did not offer a different perspective on these two conflicts. It used the military frame less
and used the human-interest frame more as opposed to the other outlets. It focused on the
civilians’ plight in both conflicts but adopted a negative tone on Aleppo, in contrast with the
positive tone used to cover Mosul. As Mutz explained, one-sided coverage leads to a
‘consensus heuristic’, which means that interpretations of certain events function as clues to
which viewpoints are valid or acceptable (1998). These clues, in the cases of Mosul and
Aleppo, are given through the volume of media content, the framing utilized, and the use of
systematic negative or positive adjectives.
The main finding that emerges from the use of sources across these two cases is the use
of official versus unofficial sources. A discrepancy in the use of official sources in Mosul and
unofficial sources in Aleppo is noticeable. According to Bennett’s ‘indexing hypothesis’, non38
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official sources solely appear in news stories when their opinion are in official circles (1990).
Indeed, the media uses the ‘rebels’ as sources in the headlines published on Aleppo, reflecting
the US government policy of supporting rebel groups such as the Free Syrian Army in Aleppo
(Foreign Affairs, 2019). A striking finding is the regular mention of Aleppo’s battle as the
‘fall’, while Mosul is referred to as a ‘liberation’. A significant correlation between the frames
and the sources can be observed. The use of military sources correlated with a repetitive use of
the military conflict frame and was less likely to be used alongside the human interest and
prognostic frames. Individuals’ stories of civilians or soldiers were quoted principally
alongside the human-interest frame and with a very low frequency alongside the military
conflict frame, which emphasized facts over personal accounts.
The New York Times consistently used official sources and did not quote any opponent
of the United States actions in both cases. The Syrian government was not quoted once across
all outlets, reflecting the wide opposition of the Western world towards the Assad regime. ABC
News quoted official sources in the case of Mosul and civilians in the case of Aleppo. Fox
News focused mainly on military and governmental sources to report on the victory in Aleppo
and only cited a human rights observatory while covering Aleppo. The findings outlined in this
section are consistent with the worldwide trend that media mainly relays the voice of their
government while covering international events (Mermin, 1999). This analysis thus validates
the hypothesis of the media coverage being consistently different and echoing the official
position of the US government, as supported by the differential use of the six studied frames,
the use of sources and the moral terminology attached to the analysed framing.
Conclusion
Through a qualitative content analysis, this research validated the following hypothesis: the
media coverage from these outlets is consistently different across cases and reflects the official
position of the US government, as supported by the differential use of the six studied frames.
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This paper provides empirical evidence towards a bias in the media, through the use of frames,
tone of the coverage, and sources used. The findings apply across all outlets studied, with the
content consistent with the official position of the US government. The results show that the
mainstream media focused on some aspects of the reality of war such as military success and
victory, however, it excluded some other aspects such as human suffering. Nevertheless, the
limitations of this study in terms of resources and sample size are worth mentioning. More
resources should be devoted towards larger samples which would strengthen these results.
These limitations do not, however, revoke the importance of this study.
Appendices
Note: The Codebook used for this study is available upon request from Dr Dimitrova and Dr
Stromback.
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Morocco’s Legal System and its influences on Women’s Rights: A
Case Study on Gender-based Domestic Violence
Nouhaila Bouhout, Central European University

Morocco’s legal system struggles to maintain a balance between embracing Western
democratic values and upholding historically entrenched Islamic beliefs and cultures. This
contradictory framework tends to serve as an obstacle in implementing policies defining gender
relations, meant to protect women’s rights and interests. In this regard, gender inequality in
Morocco is essentially a derivative of the overpowering patriarchal society strengthened by a
gendered legal system whereby laws are not fit for purpose. This is primarily due to the fact
that women’s political participation remains largely insufficient. While there have been various
progressive episodes of women’s involvement in political affairs, the design and adoption of
major policy and decision-making processes are primarily influenced by divergent interests
stemming from inherent gender inequality norms.
Despite the Moroccan government’s efforts in implementing equality policies,
women’s rights remain unprotected, to a higher extent, by the inadequate judicial system and
public administration authorities. Stemming from cultures and traditions of patriarchy, women
are constantly oppressed when seeking to address their rights and specifically, in accessing
justice for domestic violence. Further, women’s political consciousness and the likelihood that
they will seek to denounce such violence highly depends on the degree of the (gendered) system
of accepting their resistance.1 Nevertheless, nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) in
Morocco, play a major role in fighting for the implementation of women’s rights by filling the
gaps in the legal system. In short, this paper will discuss the issue of gender-based domestic
violence, followed by an overview of the legislative framework and an analysis of legal
violence as a result of Morocco’s failure to translate its laws and policies into practice.
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Prevalence of Gender-based Domestic Violence in Morocco
Gender-based domestic violence in Morocco takes place in many forms and is caused by
various factors which include, but are not limited to: alcohol and drugs, a robust patriarchal
society, and economic inequalities.2 Domestic violence is generally viewed as a private matter
whether it is between a married couple or parents and children and is justified based on the
(misinterpretations of) the Qu’ran. 3 The patriarchy, to a lesser extent, generates this violence
since women are regularly seen as men’s property. More importantly, Morocco’s penal code
does not consider marital rape or psychological violence as a crime, and rape is not considered
a crime against a person but rather, morality, as described in Articles 486/488. 4
Accordingly, the High Commissioner for Planning of Morocco has conducted a
national survey in 2009 reporting that 55% (3.7 million) of married women experienced some
form of domestic violence by their husbands. 5 Women aged 18-64 of whom are 13.5% of the
population have also endured domestic violence by a family member. 6 In urban areas, it is
estimated that 56.1% of women are victims of domestic violence compared to 53.3% in the
rural areas7 (note the numbers are higher in urban areas since women are most likely to report
cases of domestic violence depending on the degree of societal constraints).
Morocco’s Legal Framework regarding Gender Justice
This section will analyze Morocco’s legal framework by providing an overview of the
international human rights standards and national laws in regards to gender equality in order to
determine their efficacy in implementing and protecting women’s rights.
Implementing International Human Rights Standards
The changes made to the constitution in 2011 were a pivotal development in Morocco’s legal
framework as its adherence to international law conventions on gender equality preceded
domestic legislation. Considering Morocco is a monist state, international conventions and
standards are embodied in the national legislation. However, inherent gender blindness,
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prevalent in the legal system, continuously undermines Morocco’s ability to effectively abide
by international instruments. For instance, Morocco is subject to the International Covenant on
Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), Convention on the Elimination of Forms of Discrimination
Against Women (CEDAW), and Convention against Torture and Other Cruel Inhuman or
Degrading Treatment or Punishment (CAT) 8. Nevertheless, its Islamic practices which are
translated into Sharia law, are still not in accordance with international standards. As a result,
effective policy implementation of gender equality is extremely difficult, if not impossible to
enforce.9
Domestic Laws & Policies
In 2004, Morocco reformed the Family Code, aiming to promote, protect, and enforce women’s
basic human rights.10 Major changes include women’s right of child custody and the
modification of the minimum legal marriage age from fifteen to eighteen. Further gender
equality policies are evident in Article 6, 19, 30, 35, & 92 of the constitution ranging from
political, social, and civil rights to opportunities. 11
In 2011, new equality policies were adopted: the Act on the Authority for Gender
Equality, the Fight Against All Forms of Discrimination, and the most recent one in 2018, law
103-13, the, “Elimination of Violence Against Women”.12 This law defines violence against
women as, “any act based on gender discrimination that entails physical, psychological, sexual,
or economic harm to a woman.”13 In addition to raising awareness on the issue, the law has
increased penalties for violence committed within families, criminalizes sexual harassment in
public spaces, cyber harassment, and forced marriages.14
A Gender Perspective
Due to Islamic traditions and beliefs, the cornerstones of Morocco’s society, controversies
within the legal system are permeating rural and urban Morocco. Despite Morocco being a
signatory to international human rights conventions, in recognition of gender-equality laws in
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its constitution, the law does not effectively protect cases against domestic violence. Polygamy
and child marriage, for instance, remains rampant. Marriage is still conducted through religious
customs in most rural areas whereby courts are not necessarily required for a legal authorization
of marriage. According to theories of legal reasoning and Columbus Langdell, rules are
holdings of established precedents, rooted in principles. 15 Conversely, this notion goes against
legal realism and sociological jurisprudence whereby the, "purposes of the law is the goal of
doing justice rather than following the letter of the law". 16 Similarly, legal reasoning in
Morocco’s judicial system is based on inherent traditional beliefs and practices of Islam. This
is particularly an issue since conventional societal traditions associate women with the
domestic sphere. In such cases, they are most likely to get married at an early age and
experience domestic violence married as children rather than married as adults. 17
Furthermore, the “Elimination of Violence Against Women” law, fails to criminalize
marital rape, lacks an explicit definition of domestic violence, neglects measures to be taken
for survivors of sexual or domestic violence, and excludes the issue of accountability of public
authorities to implement the law. Evidently, these gaps within Morocco’s legal framework
persistently fail in protecting women from domestic violence. Evidently, when national laws
and policies are not enforced, due to disparities in the Islamic patriarchy, international
standards cannot be met and abided by.
Legal Violence
The right of access to justice is one of the most fundamental laws of international human rights
law.18 However, in Morocco, women suffer from practicing this right as a result of the gaps in
the legal system, the patriarchy, and more importantly, because domestic violence is perceived
as a private, familial issue. Consequently, the judicial system fails to proportionately address
cases of domestic violence due to biased assumptions and deeply rooted, negative gender
stereotypes. Women, therefore, being the most affected, tend to mistrust the judicial system,
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the police, and other public authorities. 19 Additionally, women are most likely not to report
cases of domestic violence in fear of being shamed by their families or society (divorce or
taking a family member to court is not tolerated or accepted in some conservative
communities).20
Given these circumstances, domestic violence is usually resolved within the family.
Women’s ability to access justice is also further exacerbated by a lack of legal and political
consciousness. However, even when women do take their cases to court, female testimonies do
not weigh as high as mens’.21 Accordingly, out of the 55% of women victims of domestic
violence, only 3% reported their cases and went to court. 22 In rural areas, where women
represent 49.2% of the population, legal access and justice are more difficult to achieve, highly
due to religious, conventional communities, and the unequal distribution of counseling
services, municipalities, and courts.23 In many of these poor regions, the police, prosecutors or
courts, refuse to record women’s statements, make an investigation, or arrest the suspects (even
when ordered to).24 Additionally, there is a lack of communication and consensus between the
courts and public authorities whereby the most usual advice or solution for women is returning
to the abusive home.
Evidently, women are negatively impacted by the weaknesses of the judicial system. In
domestic violence cases, judges also request witnesses as evidence, an impractical provision,
since violence occurs within private homes. Thus, just as legal realists would argue, judges
reach their decisions through social and cultural forces whereby the assessment of the case is
drastically affected.25 In this context, women are also unable to file for a restraining order
rendering domestic violence inevitable.

Policy Framework and the Role of Nongovernmental Organizations
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The critical role of NGOs in protecting women’s rights and filling the gap of the ineffective
judicial system has been strengthened by the development of Moroccan feminist movements.
The feminist movement, characterized by the Family Code, has evolved and progressed since
Morocco’s independence as women increasingly establish associations, join political parties,
and struggle to not only implement but design gender and equality policies. However, while
the Moroccan feminist movement serves as a role model for other Arab feminist movements,
it is still weakened by the raging patriarchy. Nevertheless, the feminist movements have
managed to, a lesser extent, confront the patriarchy by targetting their legal rights. To publicly
make their voices heard, women wrote journal articles, engaged in political activism, and
human rights advocacy to mainly campaign for women’s education, enforce legal reforms, and
women’s access to participate in political affairs. In 2011, for instance, during the major
constitutional reforms, women created the “Spring of Feminist Democracy and Equality”, an
effort to join a network of human rights and women’s rights organizations in order to establish
a collective union of women’s demands for the Advisory Committee to review and implement.
Since 2012, there have been two government plans working to promote gender equality
in which most initiatives achieved were related to victims of gender-based domestic violence.26
The establishment of the “National Observatory for Violence against Women” seeks to
implement gender equality laws by establishing monitoring institutions—different
mechanisms of collecting statistical data and cases. 27 As subjects of global administration,
NGOs also act as regulatory agents at the domestic level. 28 In many instances, NGOs have
succeeded in amending certain laws discriminating against women and encouraging more
women to participate in spaces traditionally believed to belong to men. 29 In addition to
advocacy campaigns, raising awareness, counseling centers, providing shelters for survivors of
domestic violence, NGOs effectively implement and amend gender-equality policies.
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Conclusion
Morocco’s domestic laws are not effectively balancing the rights and interests of its citizens
equally and neutrally. The patriarchal social structures translate its beliefs and cultures into
practice leading to gaps in the legal system despite the incorporation of international human
rights law conventions. As a result, gender-based domestic violence prevails, negatively
impacting women’s physical and psychological health. More importantly, domestic violence is
eschewed by the very laws within the family code and penal code. In reality, such equality
policies are not practiced (refer to appendix A). Women face and endure serious obstacles
when seeking to access justice to domestic violence. Conclusively, while the judicial system
continues to marginalize women due to gender stereotypes rooted in a society constructed by
patriarchal norms, women continue to suffer from restrictive social norms, stigma, and fear,
undermining their ability to achieve gender justice.

Appendix A: Court Cases concerning Gender-based Violence in Morocco
Appendix A will include various court cases investigated and published in a report, Obstacles to
Women’s and Girl’s Access to Justice for Gender-based Violence in Morocco, by the International
Court of Justices. Cases are from the Court of Appeal, Court of First Instance, & Court of Cassation in
Morocco to demonstrate the gaps in the legislative framework and their impact on women’s rights,
specifically their right to access justice. The cases will highlight patriarchal norms entrenched in society
that lead judges to base their legal reasoning on cultural beliefs resulting in extremely biased decisions.
Examples will be provided from cases of marital rape and other forms of gender-based domestic
violence.
Refer to the following source to access the cases listed below:
International Commission of Jurists (ICJ). (2019). Obstacles to Women’s and Girls’ Access to Justice
for Gender-based Violence in Morocco. International Commission of Jurists, 4–59. Retrieved from
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https://www.icj.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/Morocco-Obstacles-GBV-Publications-ReportsThematic-report-2019-ENG.pdf
I.

Cases highlighting Patriarchal Norms and Judges’ biased Legal Reasoning

Court of Appeal in Tangier - File No. 315-08, 19 June 2008
Court of First Instance in Bouarfa – File No. 14-12, 19 July 2012
Court of First Instance in Larache – File No. 56-04, 27 December 2004
II.

Cases of Marital Rape

Marrakech Court of Appeal - First Instance Court of Kal’at Al-Sraghna Misdemeanours file: 09/358,
09 September 2009
III.

Cases indicating Obstacles Women Face in Accessing Legal Aid & Legal Justice for GenderBased Violence

Kenitra Court of First Instance - Case No. 1721/1618/2012, 29 October 2013
Souq Al-Arbaa Court of First Instance - Case No. 13-484, 25 November 2013

Appendix B: Testimonies from Moroccan Domestic Violence Survivors
Refer to the following source to read more about the experiences of victims and survivors of domestic
violence in Morocco:
Human Rights Watch. “Morocco: Tepid Response on Domestic Violence Strengthen Laws; Provide
Protection, Justice, Services.” Human Rights Watch, February 15, 2016.
https://www.hrw.org/news/2016/02/15/morocco-tepid-response-domestic-violence
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